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Mysticism
In The Ring
Sister Vaulm, CS M
What is it about this tale, The Lord of the Rings which ap-
peals to us so strongly? Surely the appeal of the story, myth-
ology, or language alone would not be enough to generate so 
much interest and excitement if this were the only aspect of 
the story which aroused our interest. Lovers of Kipling, Conan 
Doyle or even Ian Flemming, though they may have in some in-
stances formed groups of devotees, have not the same enthusiasm. 
It is possible to form an instantaneous relationalship with 
heretofore strangers in a railway station, simply by letting it 
be known that you are one of the fellowship of Ring fans. Per-
haps it is not necessary to analyse the source of enthusiasm. 
Such analysis is dangerous, since it can tend to stultify or 
overcast our sense of wonder, but as Aragorn pointed out, we 
should not, nor can we avoid everything in life simply because 
it happens to be dangerous. If we discover what this tale is 
saying to us subconsciously, perhaps we can apply the images 
in the story to our conscious relations with our world and our 
associates.
This way of seeing images which create awareness of reala- 
tionships between events and circumstances is what I call a 
mystical way of perceiving one's world. Charles Williams ex-
plained this way perhaps the most clearly of any in his essays, 
novels and poems. He has the advantage over the great mystics 
of history of not speaking exclusively in terms of "religious" 
experience. (In the broadest use of the term, all such per-
ception is religious, and there is not necessarily a sharp di-
vision between the hippy and the saint.) Thus a person to 
whom the mystical way of seeing things is the natural one sees 
the things around him as "images"--that is, entities in their 
own right, which by their own nature, also identify with other 
things so as to reveal aspects not as readily percieved by 
studying isolated examples, or indeed not perceived at all in 
any way except the mystical. A lumberman sees a tree one way 
and a painter sees it in another, but a mystic sees it primarily 
as a tree, any by perceiving it as a whole, he can also see its 
many different aspects in it.* Seeing it so, he can also see 
it as an image— of growth, aspiration, and over the course of 
a year, even of death and resurrection. But in order to see 
it this way, he must first see it as a tree. Such images and 
their identities also lead to a perception of the relationship 
of all things to each other, and their source of unity as parts 
of the whole.
Professor Tolkien's book seems to reveal him as a mystic of 
this kind, the book itself being the product of this way of 
seeing his world. This book's appeal then, does not lie pri-
marily in the beauty of its language, the power of the adven-
ture, the mythology, nor even in our identification with the 
story and characters, as has been suggested by various reviewers 
and critics. The Lord of the flirc s^appeals to us because it is 
true at a level which we seldom reach consciously in our mat-
erial ly-oriented world. This story says that there is good 
and there is evil, that they are at war, that each individual 
is in the war and that we can do something about it. It states 
that evil is just as horrible as Dachau and Hiroshima and Viet 
Nam show it to be, and that this evil will yet be defeated if 
each individual plays the part that falls to him. Tolkien says 
in this epic that heroes are found in unexpected people, and 
that each of us has a destiny which leads to our ultimate ful-
fillment. He says that the greatest evil is not invincible 
and may be found to have serious weaknesses. As Gandalf says 
of Sauron, at the Council of Elrond,
”...he is very wise, and weighs all things to a nicety
in the scales of his malice. But the only measure 
he knows is desire, the desire for power, and so 
he judges all hearts. Into his heart the thought 
will not enter that any will refuse it, or that 
having the Ring we may seek to destory it."1
Thus the Free People make their great gamble, in hope. This 
is the trumpet-call heard in The Lord of the Rings , and we who 
hear it are stirred even though we may not know what all of the 
notes mean. In a time when so many writers are stating with 
bitter clarity just what the ills of our society are, without 
offering any solution. Tolkien may be called a "grim optimist",
It seemed from my first reading that a thread of hope runs 
through the tale, so that I never doubted that "we" would win, 
but Tolkien does make you realize the terrible ouds that they 
(and we) face. You see so clearly by what a slender thread the 
victory hung. So for us, as for the embattled peoples of the 
West, there is always hope. For these scences of Middle-earth 
seem to point to a truth about our world that is hard to see 
from where we stand, in the middle of the struggle.
First, incidents in the Ring furnish insights on the nature 
of despair and what can be done about it. Secondly, the whole 
web of the tale shows the working of what Charles Williams 
called the co-inherence; the interplay and the inter-relation 
of our individual roles in life, Thirdly, there is also ill-
ustrated the strong mystical emphasis in general; that is, the 
treatment of things as a whole, rather than of breaking them 
down into their parts.
There are three characters in the fling,aside from Frodo and 
Sam, who all face absolute despair at one point in their lives. 
These three, Gandalf, Eowyn and Denethor, also furnish an ex-
ample of the co-inherence by the ways in which their separate 
roles interlock. A good definition of despair is the state of 
mind of a person who is faced with a situation for which no-
thing in his experience has prepared him. Gandalf faces the 
deeps of despair when he is dragged off the bridge in Moria.2 
As he clung to the Balrog, he reached the terrible, lightless 
depths, but there his enemy became his only chance of escape.
When they can go no lower, the monster starts back up. The 
wizard destorys his enemy on the very peak of the mountain and 
falls in death, until he returns and is rescued and restored by 
the ever-watchful Gladriel. He receives new power and deeper 
wisdom, and the impression is given that ho '‘'as enabled to 
receive this power as a result of his ordeal by death and despair. 
Even though he was a wizard, nothing in his experience enabled 
him to transport himself magically out of the situation. He 
won simply by resisting the evil to the last of his strength.
Denethor faced despair and yielded to it, abandoned his task 
in favor of death, but even as he did so, that task became part 
of the tasks of Gandalf, Pippin, Merry and Eowyn. Denethor is 
the opposite of Gandalf in many ways, although as Pippin noted, 
they were also alike. Gandalf was completely lacking nervous, 
angry fear that others would not appreciate his importance. 
Denethor was wise, far-sighted, the man in whom the blood of 
Westernesse flowed almost pure, yet he succumbed to Sauron's 
persuasion that all was lost. His tremendous powers became 
themselves the means of his fall. Despair, let it be noted, 
is the reaction of the individual to the situation, not the 
situation itself. It is possible to speculate in many direc-
tions about Denethor and his fate. Resentment that he was not 
king, remorse over his treatment of his son, plus his vision 
of the might of Mordor created a situation which he could not 
face, even though it might seem less drastic than the one 
Gandalf faced in Moria.
Eowyn came to her ultimate despair as a result of Denethor's 
failture.3 She was already despairing when she rode with 
Theoden, but had she not been seeking death already, she 
might never had the courage to face the Lord of the Nazgul .
flotin£  tha? the mystic also sees it as a particular treq, an individual, 
that his relationship with all things is necessarily that of I-thou .
1* L P. 339 (Footnotes refer to the three books of the trilogy, Balantine paperbacks.
2. Gandalf s description of the encounter; U, p. 134
3. Ill, pp. 141,153.
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The roles of Eowyn and Merry become somewhat mysterious at this 
point; they were forced to face the Nazgul alone, Gandalf hav-
ing been called by Pippin to try to save Faramir from Denethor's 
madness, and it was really two, the woman and the hobbit, who 
turned at all. Because they were present, their roles became 
entwined with the rest of the struggle. Out of their good 
will and love, they co-inhered. It is true in our world that 
this same kind of relatcdnsss can be seen in the lives of in-
dividuals, if one will look for it. It is sometimes possible 
to look back over a series of circumstances which seemed unre-
lated at the time, and yet to say,
"If those things had not happened as they did, this
would not have happened-been consummated."
Most of us seem to be unaware of these relationships, on a 
conscious level at least. This sense, this mystical way of 
seeing reality is difficult because we live in a science- 
oriented world, and science is complementary to mysticism, its 
opposite.
Another example of the co-inherence is seen in a comparison 
of the roles of Frodo, Aragorn and Samwise. The apparent im-
portance of the task has nothing to do with its importance in 
the whole pattern. Aragorn's role is not more important than 
Sam's, even though one was a king and one a gardener. And who 
can say whether Aragorn's or Frodo's task was the more arduous?
Frodo himself came to his doom as Ring-Bearer by a train of 
circumstances which he did not control. He did not choose it, 
he simply accepted it. Little by little* as he went along, 
the strength to do the next thing necessary was given to him.
The feeling one gets is that he would never have dreamed of 
doing such a thing if he had not been sure that it was his to 
do. His really terrible moment of decision came at Parth 
Galen, and there, although the Fellowship was scattered, the 
remaining members had to go on doing their parts, even though 
they may not have been able to see what they were doing for 
the Ring-Bearer. Frodo was the earliest wounded and the deep-
est scarred. People who engage the Powers of Darkness in 
those Powers own domain may or may not win, but in either case 
they do not come off lightly. But whereas we think of the 
supreme power of evil as being invincible to ordinary people; 
to be conquered by the supreme power may be embodied in a 
seemingly insignificant person. Sauron made more than one 
mistake, but overlooking Frodo was his ultimate error. Frodo 
and Sam, plodding along to the last of their strength, en-
compassing the final overthrow of Barad Dur, were aided at 
the last by the most unlikely person in the world. But be-
cause he was there, Gollum played his part, too.
Aragorn, the strong and gentle, the image of the perfect 
king, could not have come to his hour of triumph if it had 
not been for the labors of Frodo and Sam, and it was a part 
of his greatness that let him realize the fact. If one looks 
back over his career; from his lonely youth to his meeting of 
Arwen and his long years of hardship, up to the point when the 
Fellowship of the Ring opens, it seems almost beyond human 
capacity. Yet Aragorn is above all human; humorous and gen-
tle, with a saving touch ofi impatient indignation at Gimli, 
when the dwarf learned of the struggle with Sauron through 
the pal antir. Even when he knew that his hour was drawing 
near, he kept to the way that seemed right, never dashing 
headlong, nor trying to force the tide of destiny as Boromir 
did. Taking the paths of the Dead, against everyone's better 
judgment, and knowing that he might be leaving Eowyn to some 
desperate act; this was maybe his supreme test. Aragorn al-
ways saw his own dependence upon others. When others had their 
hour, he was content to stand by, silent, serene. Yet his 
will and word commanded even the armies of the restless dead.
He is the figure in whom the virtues reside in their fullest 
and are allowed to flower, protected by a strong and dedi-
cated will. He could even admit that he may have been wrong 
in looking into the pal antir when he did, but the fact remairfed 
that he did so because it seemed to be the right thing to do 
at the time. His was a pure heart, willing one thing, pur-
suing his right course even though the path was not always 
clear.
Just as Aragorn would never have become king if Frodo had 
not carried out his part, so Frodo would have failed without 
the unquenchable hope and earthy common sense of Sam. Sam's 
is the selflessness possible only to the person who is at peace 
with himself, having accepted himself as he is. He knew him-
self, without having any illusions about himself, and so he 
could give himself away completely to the support of Frodo.
In the tower of Cirth Ungol, in sight of Mount Doom, ne was 
tempted by the Ring.^But his sense of balance showed him the 
ridiculousness of the idea of Samwise as a Lord Gardener. And 
yet it was Sam who saw, even before they got to Rivendell, that 
sooner or later they would have to go to Mordor.5 On the slopes 
of Mount Doom, when he could not carry Frodo's burden, he simply 
carried Frodo, and found him not heavy but light. It would 
seem to take a special kind of courage to undertake a desper-
ate venture because it is the only hope and then to keep on 
even after your leader has ceased to hope, until you don t 
even dare think.
"He had never really hoped, but beirg a cheerful 
hobbit, he had not needed hope, as long as des-
pair could be postponed."5
Thus Sam illustrates out only the inter-reiacion of voca-
tions, but also the importance to the whole scheme of an ap-
parently unimportant figure. As long as each character plays 
his part, some power beyond them all weaves tne strands to-
gether.
To insist upon a mystical significance in the Ring is not 
to say that it is allegory, and some writers' remarks on this 
subject indicate that some clarification on this point is 
needed. Tolkien himself has stated that he had no precon-
ceived "message" which he was attempting to deliver under the 
guise of a thrilling tale. This is not the fantasy!over's 
Pilgrim's Progress. To read it as if it were is to miss the 
point. If we edmire Professor Tolkien in his work, surely we 
must do him the honor of taking him seriously in any state-
ments he makes about that work. He himself has the "nsight 
about the world which readers may glimpse in the Ring. It is 
as if a pianist, steeped in all the mysteries of music theory 
and practice, were to improvise at the piano. Hearing him, we 
might suppose that he was playing some previously learned 
peice; instead, he is unconsciously using what he already knows, 
but not in any preconceived way. According to this theory, Sam 
is not an allegory of Hope, he is simply himself. By the fact 
of his being, he becomes the image of hope. The relationship 
is found, not arranged ahead of time. This is the way in 
which Dante perceived Beatrice —  both as a mortal girl whom 
he loved, and by that image, as the image of the perfect Good, 
the perfect Beauty.7
Just as individual characters and situations may be seen to 
have a mystical relation to our own world, so the whole tone 
of the Ring is mystical, concentrating on the wholeness of 
things and on the unity which they form together, rather than 
on the study of parts. We are given a vivid impression of the 
character of the Rohirrim and of their love for their horses, 
but we are not informed of the economic of horse-breeding nor 
details of blood-lines. There is a strong insight insight into 
the nature of this "working mysticism" in Gandalf's explanation 
to Pippin about the palantir.8 This passage may also give 
the reader the uncanny feeling that perhaps Tolkien really is 
recording history too far away for us to have any recollection 
of it; these stones of seeing may just be a historical basis 
for our superstitious imaginings concerning "crystal balls".
The palantir "worked", to use a word from the scientific way 
of thinking, by being acted upon by the human will. There was 
nothing about it which anyone could dismantle or analyze to 
explain how it functioned. In contrast, we could use the 
television, which is mechanical. The concept of the palantir 
is mystical. Saruman the Wise falls from the way of wisdom 
into the lust for knowledge however gained, and thus becomes 
the viIlian of the piece.
"White!" he sneered. "It serves as a beginning.
White cloth may be dyed. The white page can be 
iverwritten; and the white light can be broken."
"In which case it is no longer white," said I.
"And he that breaks a thing to find out what it 
is has left the path Of wisdom."9
This passage is not to be taken, nor is my argument to be 
condeming the path of knowledge in itself; rather, Saruman had 
been called to the path of wisdom andiit was the true path for 
him. The pursuit of wisdom is a mystical one, seeking for the 
wholeness of the thing, and the unity of things in general.
4. HI p. 216
5 . 1, p. 251
6. II, p. 310
7. Charles Williams, "The Figure of Beatrice” ; The Figure of Beatrice and 
Other Essays
8. II, p. 358
9 . 1, p. 339
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The scientific way takes things apart to study them piecemeal. 
The two ways are themselves parts forming a complete whole. It 
is the mystical way, however, which seems to need a clearer 
understanding today.
The deep attraction of this tale then is not primarily in 
the language, style, plot or characterizations. What this tri-
logy is really saying is that we live in a tale of high adven-
ture too. We have our roles, whether we be men or hobbits or 
have the blood of the elves in us, and we cannot know when we 
may find ourselves lifted out of our quiet lives into the 
great struggle, nor what wizards and elves we may meet when we 
do. The Shire folk thought Gandalf a fireworks expert and no-
thing more. We do not know what great deeds are being done by 
the high and the lonely to save us. We walk in legends and in 
tales of history, we ourselves, as Sam and Aragorn both real- 
i zed. 10
Afterthought; If there is one aspect to The Lord of the 
Rings which may seem less than completely satisfying to some 
thoughtful readers, it might well be the problem of Sauron.
Even with the victory of the captains of the West, and the de-
struction of the Ring, we are told that it will be only a time 
before Sauron rises again in some other shape. Like the re-
presentations of St. George, the dragon is still alive, even 
with the spear through him. Perhaps for some of us this leads 
to the question,
"How can a final end be achieved?"
For most of us, the goal is usually thought of in terms of 
destroying completely the thing that is seen as evil. And yet 
a thoughtful examination of the circumstances of our life and
our world would seem to indicate that such a total eradication 
is not possible, and some people would argue that it is not 
even desirable. Reconciliation, not eradication, must be con-
sidered in our dealings with all opposites, all complemtary 
contingencies, and that includes good and evil. I shall not 
labor this point, but simply touch upon it, since it is too 
foreign to western thought in general, to be treated in any way 
if not treated exhaustively. Charles Williams and C.G. Jung 
are two thinkers who have set forth clear expositions of the 
need to reconcile opDOsites rather than attempt to do away 
with the one we don't like. The eastern mind has no difficulty 
in grasping the oneness of opposites, but for us, if God is on 
our side, he can't be on the side of our enemies; if this is 
good, then the opposite is bad, and we will embrace the one 
and reject the other. But it is precisely this type of think-
ing which has led us to the ridiculous and tragic position of 
thinking that anything that is opposed to us is bad. Thus, 
white people are good, black people are bad. If it is poss-
ible and necessary to reconcile opposites, even the hard one 
of good and evil must be included.
Sauron too may have a role to play, a complementary aspect 
which will reveal the fullness, not just the goodness, of life 
to the lords of the west. As sure as there is light, there is 
darkness, and each is necessary to establish wholeness. In 
short, the good guys need the bad guys, and11
10. n, pp. 408, 45, respectively.
1L vice-versa. This, if possible, is the reason they fight. They are drawn together. 
Why do they not leave each other alone? Because they cannot— they attract each 
other irresistably.
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